Lawyers, scientists and environmentalists were brought together this weekend for a conference on environmental law. The conference was sponsored by the California Trial Lawyers Association. Scientists often propose solutions to environmental problems that conflict with U.S. laws, while lawyers' solutions sometimes ignore the laws of nature, explained Program Chairman Professor James Vanyo. The conference hoped to bring them together so they could find mutually acceptable solutions.

The first speaker was attorney Robert Hutchinson, who recently sued the San Francisco Airport because of the high noise level. His suit resulted in the airport allocating $5 million for noise abatement. Hutchinson noted that the "threshold problem" in environmental litigation is demonstrating that you have a right to sue in the first place. This is the problem the Sierra Club is facing in its suit to block Disney's development of a ski resort in Mineral King.

While a lower court accepted the Sierra Club suit, an appeals court ruled that the Sierra Club did not have enough interest in the Environmental Fee case. The case is now before the Supreme Court. With each new Nixon appointment the chances for cases like this decline the lawyers felt.

James Pitts, director of the Statewide Air Pollution Research Center at UC Riverside, told about the smog that blows into Riverside from Los Angeles "chemical warfare." After a crisis in London in 1952 when about 4,000 people died from the high smog level, London changed and "we are going into the era of the initiative and the referendum," according to Fred Eissler, a local conservationist. He would also like to see the county supervisors make decisions on the basis of environmental legislation, not that the legislature's record on environmental law and environmental law is now in the beginning stages and lawyers must be dedicated to the field since they cannot expect good pay. McCarthy also emphasized the importance of trying small local issues rather than huge cases, since more local support can be generated opposing a particular freeway than can be found on grandiose issues. "It is a war of attrition because if any knockout blows are generated, they will probably come from the defense," said McCarthy.

Assemblyman Edwin Z'Berg, who has been active in supporting environmental legislation, reviewed the legislature's record on environmental law and found it quite poor. While politicians make a lot of noise about ecology because it has "sex appeal," a strong grass roots political push is needed if significant legislation is to be enacted. Z'Berg expressed disappointment with the Nader report on California water management. While the report had great potential to influence state law, it was discredited by "incredibly poor reporting and research."

The assemblyman also criticized the Reagan administration for lack of support. The best spur for environmental legislation would be the defeat of a couple of legislators for environmental reasons, he said.

Professor Thomas Mitchell of UCSB discussed noise pollution. The only form of noise pollution we can not control is the sonic boom. Many noise ordinances, however, seem very vague from the engineer's point of view.

He noted one case where the "enforce" ordinance was voided by the court of appeal. It was a case concerning noise from an airport. The judge held that this noise could not be considered noise because it was "industrial." The judge held that the law was "overbroad" and therefore void. He also advocated utilizing land use regulation rather than water regulation to control growth. With water regulation it is hard to encourage the low density use of land. He suggested lower property tax for farmers, with a large one time tax on land when it is taken from agriculture for urban development.

Nicholas Yost, California deputy attorney general, discussed the use of "Environmental Impact Reports" which are required from federal or state agencies on projects that effect their environment. The reports, which require assessment of the long and short term effects of the project, are one of the most important developments in the field of environmental law, he said.

At the conference, an emotional appeal to the Regents for the aid. "Is there any sense to the idea of paying out $3.9 million but not giving the students the full amount?" said Nora Hickman of the Berkeley Student Financial Aid Committee. 

Hickman supported a position by informing the Regents that the $650 applications received by the UCB Graduate Minority Program only 198 students could be helped. "The grade point average of these students was 3.6," she said. "Those who had averages of 3.0 to 3.4 could not be aided and have nowhere else to go."

Despite these protests by student officials the committee voted 5-3 to place all of the $22 million income from the Educational Fee into the building program. Regent William Roth tried to have $1 million for a nursery science program. Though Seidman said "We have one last chance," most of the group felt their nine month battle to remove the 198 students from the aid. Hickman said, "Their grades are average of 3.0 to 3.4 and could not be aided and have nowhere else to go."

After Thursday's defeat UC student representatives were extremely pessimistic about the full board overriding the finance committee. Though Seidman said "We have one last chance," most of the group felt their nine month battle to channel some of the Educational Fee money into student aid had been defeated.

Friday's debate followed much the same course as Thursday's. Hitch defended his proposal on the grounds that new students must have buildings ready for them, while Mark Bookman of UCLA repeated the student position that people must have priority over buildings.

UCSB Vice President Mike Salerno then delivered an emotional appeal to the Regents for the aid. "Is the University of California going to make itself open to all qualified students regardless of economic status?"

(Continued on p. 12, col. 4)
Sierra Club, More Mesa residents fight development

By MIKE PASINI

Developers came galloping into the More Mesa area with bundles of rezoning applications as a result of recent changes in the Goleta Valley General Plan. The changes increase the area's density from 20,000 square feet dwelling to 10,000-19,999 square feet dwelling, allowing more homes on the Mesa than the previous general plan had granted.

But the Sierra Club and a number of More Mesa residents decided to defend the stockade against the onslaught. They aimed their cannons at the Malibu Associates Rezoning request at Wednesday's Planning Commission meeting.

The outcome turned to sunset, bloody red: the Sierra Club and a number of More Mesa residents requested a restudy of the More Mesa area.

Fred Eissler of the Sierra Club noted the reasons for his group's request for a restudy of the More Mesa area.

Eissler said the restudy of the More Mesa area would have allowed the developer to pull out. The area was then zoned 20-B allowing 20,000 square feet a residence and remained so until now. The newly revised general plan permits densities from 10,000-19,999 square feet a residence.

Passage for the Malibu proposal has now increased the number of units an acre 142 per cent over the original general plan allowance of 1.8 unit an acre. This is a 40 per cent increase caused by the new general plan.

The result of the change has been a stampede of rezoning applications by subdividers along Vieja Drive who seek to double densities. This "could lead to the downgrading of the whole More Mesa area," the Sierra Club contends.

So the club took the opportunity given by the Malibu Associates Rezoning proposal that went before the commission on Wednesday to propose a restudy of the More Mesa area.

A petition signed by 66 residents of the area requesting that the area be restudied was presented. Howard Gahn, president of the More Mesa Improvement Association, noted community support of the petition is so strong that "no one contacted declined to sign" the petition.

The commission filed the request for a restudy but stated it could not take action on the request. They then passed the Malibu request allowing 85 townhouses to be built on 10 acres.

The possibilities remain open to the Sierra Club and the More Mesa residents. They can present their restudy proposal to the Board of Supervisors and await their action, or they can submit the proposal to the planning commission as an individual application.

However, the planning commission would not be able to review such a proposal until the Dec. 8 meeting. By that time, many more rezoning permits would have been passed.

Mrs. Jackson in free talk

Mrs. Jackson, mother of John and George Jackson, and Penny, their sister, will be speaking tomorrow in Campbell Hall at 5 p.m. The speech is free but donations will be accepted. Mrs. Jackson will bring with her two films concerning the Soledad Brothers.

Jonathan and George Jackson have made big headlines in the last two years. Johnathan was killed in 1970 in the San Francisco Civic Center Civic Center shootout. He is supposedly the one that Angela Davis gave guns so he could free some prisoners standing trial. A judge and several other people were killed at the shootout.

George Jackson, the famous author of Soledad Brother: the Prison Letters of George Jackson, is now dead too. At the time of his death, George was standing trial, along with the other "Soledad Brother" for supposedly killing a prison guard. George was shot in the back and killed for supposedly trying to escape from San Quentin when that prison was experiencing disorders this summer.

Mrs. Jackson has been traveling over the nation trying to speak to people about the conditions of Black people in general and Black prisoners in particular. She will be flying down from Berkeley especially for this speech.
A chronicle of an assistant professor of Economics: Andrew Winnick

Andrew Winnick

Editors note: An analysis and further comments on the resignation of Andrew Winnick appears on page 9 of today’s NEXUS.

By MIKE CALLAHAN

Once again, a distinct asset to undergraduate education has been lost to UCSB. Few will deny that Assistant Professor of Economics Andrew Winnick was indeed an exceptionally exciting and innovative teacher as well as a valuable individual in this community. Nevertheless, he has resigned his position at UCSB and accepted a two year appointment at Antioch College in Ohio.

On the surface, there would appear to be no problem present not to be mentioned when Trustees Winifred Winson. The natural reaction is that it is sad that such a fine professor cannot stay at UCSB. He would request a one year leave-of-absence without pay if the University did not relate such a “story.”

According to Winnick, Johnson implied to him that as chairman he often felt that he should inform assistant professors of jobs he came across, believing the job would be better suited to the junior faculty member. He usually did not do so because the man might think he was being squeezed.

CONFUSION OVER CONTRACTS

On May 21, Winnick formally requested a leave-of-absence and a decision regarding a new contract since his contract was due to expire in June of 1972, at the end of his intended leave-of-absence. Johnson informed him that the leave request was denied and that he would be offered a one year contract, which would be accepted along with all of the other assistant professors’ contracts in a couple of weeks.

The tenured faculty met on June 7, and, according to John M. Sullivan Jr., 43, a real estate agent and Trustee, it was decided at the meeting that the Economics Department was putting the vacancy created when Trustee Wilber Filippini resigned to take a position in Washington, D.C. to either inform him of their termination the following June or to give them new two year contracts, whichever would be better suited to the junior faculty member. He would prefer to accept a one year temporary appointment to Antioch, which was an option open to him. He would accept the Antioch offer, Winnick still claims however that Johnson did relate such a “story.”

The future of the department is a complicated issue. Johnson for the last time. The letterhead was that of Antioch College. All of his appeals had failed. It was a clear indication that my presence at UCSB is not desired and will resign.

...the basis for the decisions made concerning him were "not professional, but personal and political." Winnick formally requested a preliminary investigation and asked that testimony be taken from Robert Weintraub, Robert Russel and Robert Crouch in the Economics Department. Johnson refused to disqualify himself and the Committee on Privilege and Tenure subsequently denied Winnick’s appeal. All of the others appealed to refused to rule on the matter.

The series ended on Oct. 1 when Winnick wrote Johnson of his and requested a leave-of-absence with pay. Johnson refused to disqualify himself and the Committee on Privilege and Tenure subsequently denied Winnick’s appeal. All of the others appealed to refused to rule on the matter.

The problem of how to expand the campus is probably one of the most pressing issues facing the Board of Trustees. The present campus is occupied by the Environmental Studies Center, the most part surrounded by apartments. Expanding the campus on the present site may increase the already existing parking and transportation problems related to overcrowding. Alternatives to site expansion would be to use other vacant land already established in the form of elementary schools and high school rooms, otherwise known as the satellite concept, or to create another campus.

CROWDED CAMPUS

Since only one seat and no burning issues are at stake, a small turnout is predicted, although all local elections have acquired added significance with the impact of young voters.
Letters

An another vote for divine creation

To the Editor:

Well, I want to offer my congratulations to that Christian who took on Jim Wallers about the myth and evolution game. It is about time, with all those special brain-washing lectures they have been staging of late about the glory of evolution and Darwin and so forth, and with old Harry Givertz even getting in on it and all. I was getting pretty darned depressed because it looked like the students were just going to sit around and get bored.

But that letter from a Christian gives me hope that everyone is going to haul off and throw us a real intellectual argument, which is about as rare as a smooth operator. I hope to see them turned as winning a ball game. So I surely do hope you all keep it up.

But before you get down to it I think that I want to warn you about how tricky guys like Jim and Harry can be when they get to arguing evolution. It doesn't do much good to take them on about myths and such. First thing you know they'll be after you with rough stuff like the Hardy-Weinberg Law (which "explains") how those henchmen are known to be gentle and efficient in their exigencies, and that is a bad thing because it is all algebra and most of us haven't had a child of that since old Miss Icyvories back in the 9th grade.

So unless you happen to be freaked on the abacus they are going to get you every time.

Same thing is true if you call them on the Pithecanthropus big lie, which, for those of us who haven't had the pleasure of rooting in front of one of Paget's tape recorders for a quarter, is about a sort of monkey that some cat dreamt up from a tooth he found while scratchin' around in Egypt or somewhere about as likely, and which all the science boys are trying to pawn off as our ancestor so they can stir up some big grants and, whip off over there and watch the belly dancers while their graduate students scratch around for more bones.

By now they have more bones than they can buy boxes for and a theory to go with each one. Open your yap about the nuttiness of it all and you can pretty much count on a whole bunch of the Public Relations Department jumping on you for weeks and probably landing your final with last year's answers just to make sure you get the point.

There is only one safe way to handle such smart-offs and their so called facts. And that is to let them have their bones and moths because that kind of stuff, which has to do with animals as opposed to humans, isn't really what matters. What matters is what everybody knows matters. It is SOUL, the Almighty soul. That is where the

(Continued on p. 5, col. 2)

Parental support...

in the Nov. 16 issue of the Nexus there appeared an article ("Isla Vista Youth Project..." which contained some highly inaccurate and unjust statements. For example, "Some groups have tried, the Scouta, for example, consider I.V. their only failure in the Goleta Valley. This failure lies in lack of parental support..." This just is not so.

In spite of a tremendous amount of difficulties, a group of parents have managed to start a Scouting program and keep it going. The truth is that our main obstacle in promoting Scouting in I.V. has been the school, not the parents.

It is a fact that a majority of kids in I.V. come from low-income, one-parent families, but to label the effects of this handicap "lack of parental support," is unfair to say the least.

In all fairness to the parents of I.V., the fault lies with the school administration. Some questions should be considered: Was it the parents of I.V. who didn't want a PTA? When did the I.V.P. ask for parental involvement and support? It never heard about it. Was the I.V.P. established to help the school, or to help the parents? If they propose to involve the many children of the kids in I.V., do they themselves lack support?

The Isla Vista Youth Project may be potentially a very worthwhile project with the best of intentions, but they are not going to enlist the support of parents because it is their nature.

OUTRAGED PARENT

Name Withheld On Request

To the Editor:

I had been playing some ping pong lately, so I thought I'd trip on down to Robertson Gym last Saturday and join in on the tournament. I went into the

Paddling in Rob Gym
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Dear Vern' - a start

To the Editor:

A recent letter requesting a "Dear Vern" column touched on what the author called "establishing a sense of campus community." Although words from Vern would probably create a worthwhile dialogue, much more than a column is needed to bring UCSB together.

Classroom and laboratory experiences, while key factors in undergraduate learning, do not represent the true value of education. It is rather the interpersonal involvements one develops with others and the long lasting effects germinated through these relationships that stick with the "educated."

While it is always dangerous to compare successes on one campus to the needs of another, the sense of community on the campus from which I recently graduated had ample room for students to develop with others and the long term involvements one undergraduate learning do not demand a satellite UCen.

(Continued from p. 4)

Almighty really did his trick. What you have to remember about a soul when it comes to putting evolution in the trash can is that it is a product of the way he made it. He decided that when a soul gets to brass applets, he will get to brass applets when it is ready. He really got down to brass applets when he made the almighty soul out of whatever and stuck the first one in Mr. Adam Q. Public.

What this means is that we haven't got a thing to worry about because Jim and Harry aren't going to open their yaps (Harry might have the soul evolution because they haven't got fact one about it, and that is far out because that is what its all about.

So what do they do? They cut loose with all this moth stuff figuring that we won't notice what they are up to. So it is just another example like all those fascists using one lie to cover up some real beauties.

But don't be fooled. Let them gas away about moths and anything else and then lay it on them about the soul and see if they can figure out how IT evolved. So get with it people and lets have some real intellectual action out here. Who knows, if we look smart for a month or two, maybe Ronnie won't be able to sell the library.

From whence did soul evolve?

The fact is that the Almighty was just messing around till he figured out souls. So what if he did a little evolution when he was warming up? Anybody with a job like that is entitled to a little R and R. But he really got down to brass applets when he made the almighty soul out of whatever and stuck the first one in Mr. Adam Q. Public.

What this means is that we haven't got a thing to worry about because Jim and Harry aren't going to open their yaps (Harry might have the soul evolution because they haven't got fact one about it, and that is far out because that is what its all about.

So what do they do? They cut loose with all this moth stuff figuring that we won't notice what they are up to. So it is just another example like all those fascists using one lie to cover up some real beauties.

But don't be fooled. Let them gas away about moths and anything else and then lay it on them about the soul and see if they can figure out how IT evolved. So get with it people and lets have some real intellectual action out here. Who knows, if we look smart for a month or two, maybe Ronnie won't be able to sell the library.

Your friend,

JAMES CASE
Professor Zoology

Consider this...

The Wooden Horse asks that you reflect for a moment on the possibility of Isla Vista becoming a quiet, happy, and cooperative community. This possibility begins with desire.
GRAND OPENING
EVERY RECORD AND TAPE ON SALE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5.98</td>
<td>$3.19 LIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4.98</td>
<td>$2.77 LIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$6.98</td>
<td>$4.67 TAPES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2.98</td>
<td>Budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.44</td>
<td>Classical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4.88</td>
<td>English Imports</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LARGEST RECORD STORE IN SANTA BARBARA
COMPLETE CLASSICAL CATALOGUE!
COMPLETE JAZZ CATALOGUE INCLUDING IMPORTS!
COMPLETE ROCK IMPORT SECTION!

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT!

music odyssey
3987 State Street
Five Points Center
Switched on Bach — Carlos MS7194
Well Tempered Synthesizer — Carlos MS7286
Beethoven Grts. — Bernstein, Ormandy Entremont MS7504
Handel’s Messiah — E. Ormandy MS9607
Ivan Rebroff — MS7373
Strauss — Also Sprach Zarathustra — Ormandy 6547
Mormon Tabernacle Choir’s Grts. Hits Vol. 3 E Ormandy MS7399

Beeth. Symp. 5 — L. Bernstein MS6468
Gershwin Grts. Hits — Var. Artist MS7518
Music From 2001 A Space Odyssey MS7176
Peter & The Wolf/ Nutcracker — L. Bernstein 6193
Bach’s Grts. Hits Vol. 1 — Biggs, Casals, Carlos

Beeth. Symph No. 9 — E. Ormandy MS7512
Chopin’s Grts. Hits — Entremont, Kostelanetz, Ormandy 7506
Joy of Christmas — Mormon Tabernacle Choir

L. Bernstein MS6499
Bach Organ Favorites — E. Power Biggs 6261

Boulez conducts Debussy — M30483
John Williams plays Spanish Guitar — M30057
Handel’s Messiah — L. Bernstein MS8928

Tchaikovsky’s 1812 Overture — Ormandy M30447
Rodrigo Concierto de Aranjuez—John Williams MS6834

John Williams Guitar Concertos — MS7065
Musorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition — Ormandy MS7148

Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto — Oistrakh MS 6298
Bach Magnificat — Bernstein MS6375:
Brahms’ Concerto No. 2—Serkin — MS 6967

Tchaikovsky Grts. Hits — Bernstein & Ormandy 7503
J. Strauss’ Grts Hits — Ormandy 7502
Handel Grts Hits — Various 7515
Gershwin Rhapsody in Blue/ American in Paris—Bernstein 6091

Mendelssohn’s Grts Hits — Various Artists 7516
Pinchas Zuckerman — M30644
Copland Conducts Copland — M30649

Boulez Conducts Ravel — M30651

Respighi Fountains of Rome — Ormandy M30829
Glory of Russia — MG30047

Moldau — G. Szell Y30049

Beeth. Violin Concerto — Francescatti Y 30042
Mahler Symphony No. 1 — B. Walter Y30047
Dvorak New World Symphony — B. Walter Y30045

Mozart Eine Kleine Nachtmusik — B. Walter Y30043

Blue Danube — G. Szell Y30053

Berg/Schoenberg/Webern- Robert Craft MS6216

Boulez Conducts Stravinsky — M37293

Biggs plays Bach — MS6615
Copland: Juilliard Quartet — 32 110072

Biggs: Magnificent Mr. Handel — M30058
Ormandy’s Greatest Hits — MS 7267

Boulez: Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony — M30085
Farrell: Wagner — MS6353

Stravinsky: Firebird-Boulez MS7206
Gould: Bach’s Well Tempered Klavier — M6538

**COLUMBIA CLASSICS COMPLETE CATALOGUE**

**Including:**

Columbia Masterworks $3 45 per disc

Columbia Odyssey $1 58 per disc

Santa Barbara
3987 STATE ST.
5 POINTS SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE 964-5312
OPEN 10 A.M. - MIDNIGHT!
THESE PEOPLE LISTED BELOW HAVE CONTACTED THE NEW WORLD RESOURCE & Supply Center looking for information or generically asking if anyone would be interested in helping them. They have been added to a list of people interested in helping the Center. We pant for your business. Trigo 568-1518. We are in need of volunteers to help us with information available in the Undergraduate Soc. Office. We are open from 12-6. It offers counseling necessary. Come to the Art Office and make another move anytime.

20-TYPING

EXPERIENCED TYPING on IBM. $1.25 per hr. for rpts. manusc. 965-7004.

20-TYPING

Now you can order your tickets by phone. 1800-371-5191.

FREE Basketball program for boys and girls. 10 - 16 yrs. Call 964-9936 for more information.

FREEBIE TIME...at the Art Office and make another move anytime.

Papers - Any Length • Typed, Proofed. Call 968-6572.

JAPAN: From $349 Round-trip. Contact: EASC, 323 N. Beverly Dr. Beverly Hills Ca. 90210 Phone: (213) 276-6293.


CELEBRITY TRAVEL - 687-2414.

REWARD Tim 969-3744.

Reward Please call 968-5167.

11/16 in Music Bldg, washroom.

12-MOTORCYCLES

30 THUNDERBIRD GRADUATE

DEPARTMENT of Electrical Engineering presents Dr. K. Gostowlowski, AAU congratulated the P.A.C. meeting at 6 in 2294 UCen

THE HOT POOP Album Is outl Get your copy now.

3-APARTMENTS TO SHARE

10 Year Factory Guarantee

WATERBEDS - $23. INCLUDES WATERBOXES.

Computer Programs* today at 2 in the Carpeteria.

20-TRANS-PACIFIC Flights from JAPAN: Round-trip, from 720, 968-0415.

NEW WORLD RESOURCE & Supply Center

MISSING - 3-AUTOS FOR SALE

4-CHILDCARE

94-5240 or 968-4592. Also has children's room.

3-AUTOS FOR SALE

9056 Santa Monica, LA 90069, U.S.A. Round-trip, less than $200. 968-7454.

13-PERSONALS

I LOVE YOU.

11-PERSONALS

I LOVE YOU.

15-RIDES WANTED

11-LOST

Gentleman with Monogram "M.M." REWARD 968-612.

Green Billfold with Monogram "M.M." REWARD 968-612.

Silver Ring W/black stone face. 11/16 in Music Bldg. washroom. REWARD Tim 889-3744.

Lost W. Malvern Del Playa Beach Res. 30THURSDAY. REWARD 968-7454.

Lost Catchin Fish. Pest. Reward please call 968-5167.

Anyone finding Blue Billfold please turn in to U.C. Info booth. REWARD 968-7454.

Lost F Weimaraner Del Playa Beach. Reward Please call 968-5167.


9-HOUSE FOR RENT

Female Student needed to rent room in GORDITTA HOME with other Students 968-3923.

10-FOR RENT

Large 1 Bedroom apt sublet for subir & w/ pets $450. Available 11/18 REWARD 968-7454.

Own rm Del Playa Beachfront Firpi Amabile Pue. 968-4444.

11-PERSONALS


12-MOTORCYCLES

Honda S-90 1966 Good cond. $95. Contact: Doug 968-5927.

Rossignol Skis 195cm. 968-8455. Contact: Doug 968-5927.

Chrome, excellent condition $750 after 4PM. Call 968-5375.

2205 call 963-2995 after 4.

Additionally, the text mentions the URI cycle rides and other events, along with a list of classified ads for different items and services. The ads include housing, personal items for sale, and various services like legal notices and public notices. The text concludes with a list of contacts for different services or organizations. The overall tone of the text is informative and designed to help readers find information and services they need.
Winnick case: basic questions that still linger

By MIKE CALLAHAN

I believe the story on p. 3 to be as close a chronology of the "facts" as I have been able to discover. Still, I am painfully aware that it is not the whole story. In my own mind, several questions still need answering. My questions are not of the nature of "Where does the fault lie?" Rather, I feel the more fundamental question is "What are the hidden dynamics which brought us to this point?"

Confidentiality seems to be at least one barrier to a full disclosure of the issues pressing in this case. It's indeed surprising how often what is revealed supports the contentions of whoever is doing the revealing. Oddly, the content of confidentiality always appears to be the "right" information. It is safe to assume however that much important information is withheld under the cloak of confidentiality.

One problem still not resolved is the issue of the junior faculty contracts. The administration, in what appears to be an attempt to protect junior faculty, urged departments to insure contracts of not less than two years and to give a one year notice of termination.

The question which arises, why did the Economics Department feel it had to start everybody from scratch last June? Certainly it would have been at least as logical to decide then to terminate assistant professors when their contracts ended in June '72, thus allowing for a one year notice of such action or, decide to grant the others regular two year contracts after their current contracts expired.

If the department followed the same logic it accepted last June, it would have to tear up the contracts of all assistant professors next June also and every subsequent June. Then, new two year contracts covering an extra year would be re-issued. If this were allowed to continue, the department would, in essence, be-abl to always keep job security limited to one year for its junior faculty.

It seems clear that the tenured faculty have used a well meaning directive from the administration to their own benefit at the expense of the assistant professors in the department.

Since one of Johnson's chief arguments for denying the leave of absence to Winnick was that since his contract would now be ending in June '73, the department would "want him around" next June for extensive review, had Winnick been granted a regular two year contract after his current contract expired, such a conflict would not have arisen.

Another argument of Johnson's supporting the denial of the leave request was that it, in no way, benefited the department and, in fact, hurt it because a less capable temporary man would have to replace Winnick in his classes.

Part of this argument is undermined by the fact that Winnick was to teach one course and part of another in the Environmental Studies Department. Also, one of his courses in the Economics department was Environmental Economics 115. His other course, Econ 150 Urban Economics, it can be argued, would be closely affiliated with his work in Antioch.

The same argument wasn't raised when Assistant Professor John Pippenger requested and was granted a leave of absence to UCLA, or when Professor Robert Weintraub was granted a sabbatical for winter quarter. Clearly, the issue was different in these cases.

The difference, it seems clear, lies in either personality conflicts with Winnick or the nature of the work in which he would be engaged at Antioch, or what seems more likely, both.

Winnick's job at Antioch, to a large extent, includes preparing students for social action and guiding them in research and activity to solve social problems. While at UCSB, he did much the same thing. Many of his students were involved in the successful campaign to stop development of El Capitan last year.

It was also his students who worked on projects in the Isla Vista Planning Commission and established the I.V. Credit Union. If such activity would be an unacceptable preoccupation, as far as the Economics Department was concerned, in Antioch, what did they propose to do about his social action here?

It is obvious that had Winnick not been a member of the Faculty Union politically active and seeking a job which entailed social action, he would still be teaching students at UCSB. The problem was that his department was trying to tell him what to do. The tenured faculty can't tell him what to teach, what to read or what to study. But by telling Winnick that the Antioch program doesn't meet their criteria, they are doing just that—imposing on him their own directives of what to teach and study. That there is no formal protection for junior faculty in this matter infer something about that group's academic freedom.

Hopefully, the case of Andrew Winnick will reveal the need for introspection in the affairs of the University. How often are decisions made on the basis of personality or politics rather than professional standards? If, for an assistant professor, a good department is one in which he is liked, that says little for the state of professional education.

Red Cross flood help

The following is taken from a letter to the local chapter manager of the American National Red Cross from the Western Area Office of the Red Cross:

"State and local government sources state that soil and rock in the recently burned area (of the Romero Canyon Fire) is sloughing into the natural water drainage channels and that a rainfall as slight as 3/8 inch may well move massive amounts of debris and inundate the community of Carpinteria without warning, with a consequent heavy loss of life and many injuries. This community may well be fragmented into several small communities."..."The population is about 2,152 families and 7,000 individuals, mostly low income Mexican-American families."

For this reason it is necessary to find out what resources are available for pre-disaster and disaster services. If this flood comes the Red Cross will need food, clothing, transportation, and a large number of volunteers to operate. Right now, there is a need for bilingual volunteers to go door-to-door in Carpinteria to inform the residents there what can be done if the flood hits. If you are available to help please contact the American National Red Cross at 687-1381.
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YELLOWSTONE CLOTHING CO.
6551 TRIGO RD.
ISLA VISTA

RECORDS & TAPESTRIES
GUITARS & ACCESSORIES
"Good Stuff, Low Prices"

Morninglory Music
6889 Pardall Rd., Isla Vista.
Open 10-10 Daily
Gauchos saddle Broncos

By RICH EBER

For a brief 15 minutes of football UCSB quarterback Steve Gullotti was blazing hot. So hot in fact that he completed 8 of 12 passes for 147 yards and three touchdowns, leaving the enemy secondary in shambles.

The scoring drive that decided the game started after Randy Palamino had a 68 yard run called back because of an illegal procedure penalty. Undaunted, fullback Steve Roussin took a routine off tackle handoff bouncing off a pile of white shirts. When he emerged from the back there was nothing but grass inside the 20.

In a game dominated by big plays, it was these turnovers which ruined Santa Clara's hopes for a 7-3 season.

UCSB's first big play came in the first quarter after Randy Palamino had a 68 yard run called back because of an illegal procedure penalty. Undaunted, fullback Steve Roussin took a routine off tackle handoff bouncing off a pile of white shirts. When he emerged from the back there was nothing but grass inside the 20.

In a game dominated by big plays, it was these turnovers which ruined Santa Clara's hopes for a 7-3 season.

In the third quarter it was Steve Gullotti and his talented corps of receivers who told the story. Completing four out of four including a 38 yard bomb to Mike Martz over the line for TD.

Mike Williams, Gullotti hit Mike Martz for an 8 yard touchdown to put the team up in front 14-7. LeBaron and associates quickly struck back with blinding fury as the Santa Clara quarterback tied the game with a 60 yard pass. Twice hitting his favorite receivers who told the story. Completing four out of four including a 38 yard bomb to Mike Martz over the line for TD.

In the third quarter it was Steve Gullotti and his talented corps of receivers who told the story. Completing four out of four including a 38 yard bomb to Mike Martz over the line for TD. Gullotti showed the form which made him a JC All American at Rio Honda College. Leading 28-14 UCSB wasn't content to sit on their advantage as they did earlier in the year against San Diego State. Passing for first downs and eating up valuable time the Gauchos kept the momentum up.

Twice Santa Clara drives were blunted inside the UCSB 20; once on a sack by tackle Brian Henry and later on safety Ken Jackson's second interception of the game. Santa Clara scored their final touchdowns and two point conversion with 1:55 to go but by this time it was too late as the Gauchos ran out the clock to win 26-22.

In the UCSC dressing room there was a sense of glee and accomplishment which will be short-lived as the Gauchos get ready to meet Stanford-killer San Jose State next weekend to close out the season.
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FAIRWAY INSURANCE of Santa Barbara

(A DIVISION OF DYEette, WHITMORE & CHRISTIANSEN)

1825 STATE ST. PHONE 962-8174

Present Policy

ASSIGNED RISK

Outsiders of the bookies at least the NEXUS readers are familiar with the big Nebraska-Oklahoma game this Thanksgiving. Thanks to the generosity of Jim Campbell, owner of All American Sporting Goods, the top male and female pickers for this event will each win a ski jacket and pants respectively. The bookies must predict the winner and score of their choice to win. The closest score will win. Get your picks in before noon Wednesday, Nov. 21. Entries soon. Sorry, only one entry per person please.

LeBaron was stopped on a brilliant fourth quarter drive by end Mike Williams. Gullotti hit Mike Martz for an 8 yard touchdown to put the team up in front 14-7. LeBaron and associates quickly struck back with blinding fury as the Santa Clara quarterback tied the game with a 60 yard pass. Twice hitting his favorite receivers who told the story. Completing four out of four including a 38 yard bomb to Mike Martz over the line for TD.

Mike Williams, Gullotti hit Mike Martz for an 8 yard touchdown to put the team up in front 14-7. LeBaron and associates quickly struck back with blinding fury as the Santa Clara quarterback tied the game with a 60 yard pass. Twice hitting his favorite receivers who told the story. Completing four out of four including a 38 yard bomb to Mike Martz over the line for TD. Gullotti showed the form which made him a JC All American at Rio Honda College. Leading 28-14 UCSB wasn't content to sit on their advantage as they did earlier in the year against San Diego State. Passing for first downs and eating up valuable time the Gauchos kept the momentum up.

Twice Santa Clara drives were blunted inside the UCSB 20; once on a sack by tackle Brian Henry and later on safety Ken Jackson's second interception of the game. Santa Clara scored their final touchdowns and two point conversion with 1:55 to go but by this time it was too late as the Gauchos ran out the clock to win 26-22.

In the UCSC dressing room there was a sense of glee and accomplishment which will be short-lived as the Gauchos get ready to meet Stanford-killer San Jose State next weekend to close out the season.
Polioists disappointed by narrow defeat

By SKIP RIMER
San Jose State, using a devastatingly quick counterattack and a tenacious defense, ran away from UCSB 10-4 Saturday morning, to take the PCAA championship. As it turned out later, they also ran away with the Gauchos’ season.

Not only did UCSB lose the game, but they also lost the war. The war was making it the NCAA playoffs (the top two teams in the tournament have berths), and Cal State Long Beach stole that from the Gauchos when they scored with seven seconds remaining in the game to take second-place, 7-6.

And so, there will be no more water polo for UCSB this year. After the loss to Long Beach, all that the players could say was, “no close...” Shaking his head, Coach Rich Rowland repeatedly muttered, “seven seconds... just seven seconds...”

Mike Mirkavich, who played brilliantly in goal, said, “I sure hate to have it end this way.”

In defeat, the Gauchos were certainly no disgrace. Almost every player gave 100 per cent of their efforts Saturday. Neil Quinn was highest scorer on the team with eight goals. Whenever the offense was inept, he usually got them untracked. He played a gambling defense that paid off in numerous opponent turnovers. He was the only player able to make All-PCAA first or second team (he made first).

Mike Mirkavich played the most outstanding goalkeeping of the season. He blocked three (count ’em) penalty shots, received All-PCAA honorable mention, and made many difficult saves to keep UCSB in games.

Here comes another one — Ron Ludekins fights desperately to stop one of San Jose State’s 30 shots on goal, as Jim Montroni (wearing mouth guard) and Al Smith (12) look on. The expression on Montroni’s face well portrays the Gauchos’ feelings as San Jose wore down UCSB.

After the loss to Long Beach, all that the players could say was, “so close...” Shaking his head, Coach Rich Rowland repeatedly muttered, “seven seconds... just seven seconds...”

Mike Mirkavich, who played brilliantly in goal, said, “I sure hate to have it end this way.”

In defeat, the Gauchos were certainly no disgrace. Almost every player gave 100 per cent of their efforts Saturday. Neil Quinn was highest scorer on the team with eight goals. Whenever the offense was inept, he usually got them untracked. He played a gambling defense that paid off in numerous opponent turnovers. He was the only player able to make All-PCAA first or second team (he made first).

Mike Mirkavich played the most outstanding goalkeeping of the season. He blocked three (count ’em) penalty shots, received All-PCAA honorable mention, and made many difficult saves to keep UCSB in games.

Boyd Baldwin, Jim Montroni, Ron Ludekins, Rick Rosenquist and Dave Almquist were also great on defense. He refused to give the other player another room and never gave up.

Al Smith was the only Gaacho playing his last game at UCSB, Corey Stanbury (who also received honorable mention), Craig Bowman, Jim Montroni, Ron Ludekins, Rick Rosenquist and Rich Sperberg all played well. Of many of the players said after the CSLB game, though “it was tough and extremely close...”

UCSB had many mistakes in Friday’s game, but they did not hurt. Saturday, versus San Jose, they did, however. Against the number one team in the nation, the Gauchos played well, but each mistake they made was pounced on by SJ. Every one of their goals came on a turnover, while UCSB’s fast break was stopped cold.

Their break was also slow against Long Beach, but the Gauchos managed to contain the 49’ers. It was tough and extremely even game. With LB ahead 6-5, and time running out, the Gauchos tried desperately to get the ball. They almost succeeded, slammed one home with only 24 seconds left in the game. Seventeen seconds later, the season ended when Bob Schroeder fired one past Mirkavich.

UCSB came a long way this season; but not far enough. Since they are a young team — a good young team — there is still the future. Perhaps, Almquist described the players’ feelings best. “We’ve gone through so much this year, and we got nothing out of it.”

Truth is, they did.

The very first annual All-American Turkey Trot is tomorrow! The only one of its kind in Intramural history, the Turkey Trot will consist of a one mile cross country jaunt around the UCSB track. The time to meet on the morrow is 4 p.m. Win a turkey for yourself, your boyfriend, your hali or organization by participating. Run, one and all. For more info, call 961-3253.

PIGSKIN FORECAST
2 Big prizes for man & woman who come closest to picking exact score of game!

Free jacket for man
Free parks for woman

Order in by 4 p.m., Nov. 24 to Robertson Gym Ticket Office or DAILY NEXUS OFFICE.

EXHIBITIONS
If Friday night’s exhibition basketball and volleyball contests are any indication of season performance, UCSB is headed for some winning winter competition.

The 78-34 varsity decision over the freshmen was cause for a plethora of impressive teamwork and hustling efforts on the parts of both teams. Although not indicated by the score it was actually a terrific defensive battle for frosh and varsity alike.

Mike Mirkavich played the brilliant goalie, and made many difficult saves to keep UCSB in games.

Saturday’s Grid stats

Santa Clara 6 7 7 17... 31
UCSB 2 6 6 2 1-18

Scoring:
UCSB—Rosen, 61 run (Ventimiglio kick) 1-0
Rosen, 61 run (Ventimiglio kick) 2-0
Rosen, 55 run (Ventimiglio kick) 3-0
Beach—Barker, 18 pass from Gulian 3-6
Santa Clara 0-7

Penalties/Yards:
Santa Clara—1-10; UCSB—11-66

TOTAL YARDAGE
Santa Clara 365; UCSB 453

Rushing Yardage
Santa Clara—Rockey, 29; UCSB—Mirovich, 29

Passing Yardage
Santa Clara—Marshall, 7-17-1-4; UCSB—Mirovich, 7-17-1-4

Receiving Yardage
Santa Clara—Juneau, 2 for 30; UCSB—Anton, 12 for 173

Punts
Santa Clara—1; UCSB—Ventimiglio, 2

Fumbles/Lost
Santa Clara—2-2; UCSB—0-0

Statistical Leadership

Kicks—Ventimiglio 5-4-0; Mirovich 1-1-0

WINTER QUARTER
See our new menu...

WELCOME THE HOLIDAYS!
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Isla Vista faces political shuffle in state senate

By DAVE CARLSON

Reapportionment and Isla Vista continues to be a controversy. The district of Charles Teague, the current representative for the Santa Barbara area, is facing a political shuffle this time for the Congressional district of Charles Teague, the current representative for the Santa Barbara area.

In a session that is already the longest in California history, the assembly may greatly reduce the chance that the senate's controversial reapportionment plan will pass a gubernatorial veto. The senate is considering a second I.V. gerrymander, which would lose Isla Vista, which is heavily Democratic. The new district would take in part of Goleta and part of San Bernardino County. The new district would have no incumbent and would constitute one of eight new seats that California will pick up as a result of the 1970 census.

Senator Mervyn Dymally, the chairman of the Senate Committee on Elections and Reapportionment, was disassociated with the plan and has amended a total of five districts, one of which was the I.V. district. The new district would take in part of Goleta and much of the northern part of Santa Barbara County. Originally, a thin corridor slid around the coast to take in I.V. A staff member for Senator Robert Lagomarsino, originally, commented that the new amendment was something of an improvement, but still a gerrymander. "It's loss of a gerrymander than the original plan," said Steven March. "The new district is more consolidated than the original plan." The bill is currently under submission in the senate.

A staff member for Senator Robert Lagomarsino, John Dougherty, commented that the situation is very ironic. It was his opinion that Dymally was showing his disapproval on the gerrymander of I.V. when he himself had done the identical thing to help Senator Walter Stiem's senate district.

In another important action, Assemblyman Henry Waxman has amended the controversial Democratic reapportionment plan, which would give the Democrats a 45 to 34 edge next year, onto SB 18, the senate reapportionment plan.

The effect of the move, if it succeeds, will be that Governor Ronald Reagan will either have to veto or accept both plans for redrawing legislative districts. Reagan has indicated that he will veto the entire package, meaning that unless a compromise could be reached, the whole issue would go to the courts. If the controversy does indeed end up there, it is the opinion of many that the I.V. gerrymander in the senate will probably not be allowed to stand.

Both of these maneuvers, amendments by Waxman and Dymally, are contrary to the old rule that "Each house shall not amend the reapportionment of another House." Said senate staffer March, "Traditional customs have gone out the window."

With two representatives, one in the senate and one in Congress, gerrymandering I.V. out of their areas, only one representative, Assemblyman W. Don MacGillivray, has yet to divest himself of I.V. and the window. His amendment, however, may speculate that even if the conservative Republican wanted to rid himself of I.V., the Democrats would not let him. MacGillivray is one Santa Barbara legislator that the Democrats think they can defeat in the next election. Ilsa Vista, which may suffer its second gerrymandered out of areas represented by Republican state senators and placed into more distant areas represented by Democrats.